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INTRODUCTION

The word “VERTIGO” is derived from the Latin word “vertere”

which means “to turn”. The International Classification of Diseases

defines vertigo as a feeling of movement, a sensation as if the external

world were revolving around the patient (objective vertigo) or as if he

himself were revolving in space (subjective vertigo).

Vertigo is the tenth most common reason for referrals to

neurophysicians[1]. It is one of the most under diagnosed symptomatology

– 80% of patients had no diagnosis reached[1] and the most misdiagnosed

condition.{2}

10% - of total cases in some centres.[2]

30% - Lifetime prevalence [2,3]

80% - No diagnosis reached [1]

90% - clinical diagnosis can be made by an experienced doctor

even without Imaging/ Laboratory techniques [1]

Data on the epidemiology of vertigo are scarce as it is a subjective

symptom  and  difficult  to  define.  These  are  some  terms  patients  use  to

describe vertigo.
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Dizziness

Giddiness

Wooziness

Spinning sensation

Unsteadiness

Drunken sensation

Instability

Light headedness

However for the purpose of clinical diagnoses we may classify the

complaint of Dizziness into four categories: [3]

1. Presyncope : A feeling of impending loss of consciousness due to

cerebral hypoperfusion (termed as Dizziness in my study)

2. Unsteadiness : A feeling of Instability occurring excessively

during ambulation, which is due to neuromuscular or

musculoskeletal problems affecting the limbs (e.g.: peripheral

neuropathy, cauda equine syndrome) or due to cerebellar

dysfunction. ( termed as Instability in my study)

3. True Vertigo : As defined above (termed as Rotation in my study)

4. Psychogenic Dizziness : A sensation of spacey or disconnected

dizziness which is independent of movement (not specifically in

the other three symptoms – no specific name is assigned to this

symptom)

EPIDEMIOLOGY: [2]

1. Female preponderance

2. More frequent in elderly – three times general population -

PRESBYSTASIS
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JUSTIFICATION OF STUDY

Vertigo is a grey area between Neurologists and Otologists – the

forte of Neurotologists. A complication in the issue of Balance is because

of integration of various systems and areas of the brain and hence the

difficulty in diagnosis as well. Dysequilibrium is a challenging symptom

to be deciphered because of the above reasons. Various studies have been

done to establish the rationale behind various investigations but there is

still no single Gold Standard or Guidelines as to the investigations to be

performed or the interpretation of results.

Clinical Examination and History remain the uncrowned Gold

Standard for diagnosing Vertigo etiology. The Butterfly Chart is a

Diagrammatic representation of the Caloric Tests and though

unphysiological, they remain the easiest to perform and analyze and

interpret among the complex investigations for Vertigo. This is a study to

establish the importance of ElectroNystagmoGraphy as an investigation

in persons with vertigo and its significance in contributing to diagnosis of

Vertigo.

While many studies of this kind have been undertaken in East and

Northeast parts of India, this is a first in the South Indian Population and

in our Tertiary Care Government Setup. By this study I also Hope to raise

awareness about the indiscriminate use of Labyrinthine sedatives and the

importance of Vestibular Rehabilitative Therapy in patients with Vertigo.
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HISTORY: [4]

Dr. William. F. House is regarded the Father of Neurology for his

exceptional contribution to the early diagnosis and

Translabyrinthine Acoustic Neuroma surgeries and his pioneering

work in the field of Cochlear Implantation.

Other stalwarts in this field who deserve mention are

Prof. Prosper Meniere who was the first to discover the role of the

inner ear in balance disorders

Prof. Charles Balance – the first person to surgically remove a

Vestibular schwannoma

Henneberg and Koch – coined the term “Cerebellopontine angle

tumor”

Cookskey and Cawthorne – first clinicians to introduced exercises

for vertigo patients

Harold Schnuknecht proposed the cupulolithiasis theory

John Epley–Revolutionized treatment

of BPPV by his maneuver

Prof.  C.  F.  Claussen,  the  inventor  of

the Craniocorpography.

Figure 1: Prof. Claus - Frenz Claussen,
University of Wurzburg, Germany.
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BRUSHING UP OF CONCEPTS:  RELEVANT ANATOMY AND

PHYSIOLOGY: [4, 5, 6, 7]

The Vestibular System is divided into the PERIPHERAL and

CENTRAL vestibular system.

THE PERIPHERAL VESTIBULAR SYSTEM:

The Inner Ear/ Labyrinth is made up of the Cochlea- the organ of

hearing and the Vestibule and Semicircular canals – the organ of Balance.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LABYRINTH:

The labyrinth develops from the OTIC CAPSULE. The

semicircular canals and the utricle are phylogenetically older and are

called the Pars superior while the saccule and the cochlear duct are called

Pars inferior and develop later. This is the reason the semicircular canal

and utricle are relatively resistant to malformation.

Figure  2:  The  evolution  of  the  endolymphatic  (otic)  labyrinth.  A  =  22  days,  B  =  4  weeks,  C  =  4¹  weeks,
D = 5¹  weeks
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@3weeks: otic placode – thickening of surface ectoderm

invaginate to form the auditory pit sinking into the underlying

mesoderm - Otic vesicle/ otocyst The surrounding mesenchyme

condenses into the bony labyrinth, the endolymphatic appendage

appears

@4weeks: 3 depressions/ folds appear in the otocyst  which form –

1. utricle + three semicircular ducts

2. endolymphatic duct + sac

3. saccule + cochlear duct

@6weeks: lumen of semicircular ducts have formed + Macula

communis – the primordial macula is formed - divides into

Superior and Inferior parts – Superior forms the crista and macula

of the lateral and superior semicircular canals and the utricle while

the inferior part forms those of the posterior canal and the saccule

+ cochlea completes one turn

@ 8weeks: cochlea completes 2 ½ turns

@8-16weeks: hair cells and otolithic membranes appear

@20weeks: Superior semicircular canal reaches adult size
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Figure 3: The otic labyrinth at 9 weeks. Deepening of folds I, II, and III Figure 4: The otic labyrinth at
the 6- to 8-week stage. Folds I, II,

PERIPHERAL VESTIBULAR ANATOMY:

The vestibule contains the utricle and saccule. The Utricle lies in

the posterosuperior aspect of the vestibule where the ampulated ends

meet whereas the saccule lies beneath the footplate of the stapes. These

communicate with the cochlea by means of the cochlear duct and with the

brain by means of the endolymphatic duct. The semicircular canals each

represent one plane in space and their ambulated ends contain the Crista

whilst the utricle and saccule contain Maculae to sense linear

acceleration. Thus all the possible combinations of movement are

represented in the Labyrinth. The semicircular canals and the utricle and

saccule are filled with Endolymph and covered by a layer – the

Membranous Labyrinth and further surrounded by a bony layer – the

osseous Labyrinth with Perilymph intervening. The three canals are

orthogonally related to one another and arc over a span of 240 degrees.
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The canals have each an ampullated limb, 2 mm in diameter and a

nonampullated  limb,  1  mm  in  diameter.  The  ampulla  is  cribrose  for

passage  of  nerve  fibers.  The  nonampullated  limbs  of  the  PSCC  and  the

SSCC  fuse  to  form  the  crus  commune.  The  ampullated  and

nonampullated limbs all open into the vestibule (4mmdiameter). The

angle formed by the three semicircular canals is called the solid angle and

the triangle bounded by the bony labyrinth, sigmoid sinus, and superior

petrosal sinus is the Trautmann’s triangle.

Blood supply is from the labyrinthine branch of Anterior Inferior

Cerebellar Artery or AICA, which is an end artery.

Figure 5: Structures of the labyrinth. Structures shown include the utricle (utr.), sacculus, anterior or superior
semicircular canal (sup.), posterior semicircular canal (post.), and horizontal or lateral semicircular canal (lat.). The cell

bodies for the vestibular nerves are located in Scarpa’s ganglion
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MAMMALIAN VESTIBULAR SENSE ORGANS are of two

types – CRISTA AMPULLARIS and MACULA UTRICULI/SACCULI.

These  are  arrangement  of  Neurosensory  Epithelium  (HAIR  CELLS)

contained within the membranous labyrinth. They are bathed by

Endolymph which is separated from the perilymph by the membranous

labyrinth and the difference in their chemical compositions help to set up

the osmotic gradient that helps in conduction of the bioelectric potentials.

Figure 6: The two types of hair cells, TypeI and TypeII respectively.

HAIR CELLS: The vestibular Hair cells are

also of two types: TYPE I and TYPE II

TYPE I: Phylogenetically newer, Flask

shaped, with a chalice like nerve terminal -

calyx on which afferent nerves end (similar

to Cochlear Inner Hair Cells) -

TYPE II: Cylindrical shape, with a cluster of button-like nerve terminals

– “Boutons” and afferent nerves end directly on the cell body (similar to

Cochlear Outer Hair Cells)

Both  these  hair  cells  have  a  tuft  of  cilia  on  their  heads  called

Stereocilia with a single large Kinocilium on one end. Hence these hair

cells are Polarised – deflection of hair cell bundle in the direction of
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kinocilium depolarizes/ stimulates the hair cells whilst deflection in the

Opposite direction causes Hyperpolarisation/ Inhibition.

Figure 7: Conduction of impulses through the hair cells

The cupula/otoconial membrane form a curtain/ blanket that is

deflected by endolymph movement in response to angular acceleration or

deceleration with head movement. This inturn pulls on the rigid

stereocilia to cause its deflection that sets up impulses to the vestibular

nerves.

Figure 8: Structure of crista ampullaris and
cupula. A, Artist’s reconstruction of crista
ampullaris. B, Transverse section of crista
ampullaris of monkey. Note the attachment of the
cupula; - it extends from apex of the crista to
opposite wall of membranous ampulla.
Arrowheads indicate subcupular space.
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CRISTA: A saddle shaped ridge of neurosensory epithelium with a

gelatinous covering called the cupula – made of mucopolysaccharides

and extending from the stereocilia to the ampullary roof. It is located on

the walls of the ampulla in such a manner that the surface faces the centre

of its own semicircular canal. The crista can be divided into 3 zones –

Central, Intermediate and Peripheral. Calyx fibers innervate the centre,

bouton fibers innervate peripheral zone. Dimorphic fibers are found

throughout.

In one crista the polarity of all the cells are the same. In lateral

semicircular canal, the kinocilium is on the utricular side of each hair cell

and hence deflection of stereocilia towards the utricle (Utriculopetal or

ampullopetal) produced stimulation – increased neural output. Whereas in

the Posterior and Superior canals, the reverse is true, (i.e.) Kinocilium is

on the semicircular canal side and deflection of the stereocilia away from

the utricle ( utriculofugal or ampullofugal) produces stimulation. Also the

semicircular canals are yoked similar to the Extraocular muscles as:

Right and Left Horizontal/ Lateral canals

Right posterior and Left superior canals

Right superior and Left posterior canals

Figure 9: Orientation of the semicircular
canals. A, Horizontal (lateral)
semicircular canals. B, Anterior
(superior) and posterior canals. LC =
lateral canal; AC = anterior canal; PC =
posterior canal
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MACULA:  A saucer shaped arrangement of hair cells underneath a

blanket- like Otoconial membrane embedded with otoliths (calcium

carbonate crystals of specific gravity 2.71). Maculae of the saccule lie on

its anterior wall whereas those of the utricle lie on the lower portion of its

lateral wall – both in perpendicular planes. The orientation in both

saccule and utricle are same but of opposite polarity along a STRIOLA –

a region running approximately along the axis of each macula in which

the polarity of the hair cells changes abruptly through 180degrees (i.e.) in

each macula there is an imaginary axial line on either side of which the

hair cells are oriented in opposite polarity. In the macula of the utricle the

hair cells on either side of the striola point towards the central axis of the

striola whereas in the saccule they point away from the axis of the striola.

The Macula is divided into Striolar and ( Medial and Lateral)

Extrastriolar zones – Striolar zone has calyx fibers, Extrastriolar zone has

bouton type and dimorphic fibers all over.

Figure 10: Structure of otolith organs. A, Saccule. B, Utricule. C, Composition of otoconial membrane of
saccule in a section taken at the level shown in A
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INNERVATION OF HAIR CELLS – VESTIBULAR NERVE

One Vestibular nerve has around 18,000 to 25000 neurons. They

are bipolar neurons with cell bodies in the Scarpa's Ganglion (seen at the

Internal Auditory Meatus)

Afferent fibers from the utricle, lateral and superior semicircular

canal travel in the Superior Vestibular Nerve, while those of the saccule

and the posterior semicircular canal travel in the Inferior Vestibular

Nerve.

About 400 to 600 efferent neurons are also present travelling from

the vestibular nuclei to the labyrinthine hair cells. The role of these

efferents is still unclear but hypothesized to play a predictive role to

adjust the vestibular system output to upcoming voluntary movements.

Afferent neurons discharge at a rate of about 10 to 100spikes/sec at rest.

On excitation they discharge upto 350spikes/sec and can be completely

inhibited (to zero level).

The afferents are classified into 3 types – Bouton only afferents or

small fibers innervate only Type II hair cells in the peripheral zone of

crista, they discharge regularly and have low sensitivity to Rotational

motion. Calyx only afferents or large fibers innervate only Type I hair

cells in the Central zone of crista, they discharge irregularly and low

sensitivity to RT at low stimulus frequencies but higher sensitivity at
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higher frequencies. Dimorphic afferents have both calyx and bouton

ending fibers each ending on Type I and Type II hair cells respectively.

Their physiologic properties vary according to their location on the crista

– towards the centre they discharge irregularly but in the periphery they

discharge regularly.

CENTRAL VESTIBULAR SYSTEM:

The central vestibular system starts with the Vestibular Nuclei and

the vestibular pathway is followed all the way up to the cortex.

There are 4 major vestibular nuclei and 3 minor ones. The major

nuclei are:

Superior – receives afferents from the semicircular canals, sends

efferents via vestibuloocular, vestibulocerebellar and commissural

tracts

Medial – largest of the four nuclei, afferents are from the

semicircular canals, utricle and minimally from the saccule, sends

fibers to form the contralateral vestibulo-ocular pathway, rostrally

they form a separate vestibule-ocular pathway – ascending tract of

Deiters that ends in the ipsilateral oculomotor nucleus. Fibres also

form certain commissural fibers and some vestibulo– ocular

projections to the ipsi and contralateral abducens nuclei + gaze

holding system. Efferents form the medial vestibulospinal pathway
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Lateral – afferents form utricular macula and cerebellum –

hemispheres, flocculus and paraflocculus. Efferents form the lateral

vestibulospinal tract.

Descending – some of its fibers form the cerebello-vestibular

projection, Commissural fibers and finally descending fibers over

the medial vestibulospinal tract.

Other minor nuclei are the group X, Group Y, Group Z, Group L,

Group F and the Interstitial nucleus of vestibular nerve.

CONNECTIONS OF THE CRISTAE AND MACULAE:

Figure 11: Connections of the semicircular canals; AC - anterior canal, HC - horizontal canal, PC -
posterior canal, superior vestibular nucleus, Lateral vestibular nucleus, Medial nuclei, V- trigeminal
nucleus, VI - abducent nucleus, XII - hypoglossal nuclei, PH,

The CEREBELLUM has a dual role in the vestibular responses

where it causes inhibition of certain neurons and stimulation of certain

neurons in the VOR pathway.
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PHYSIOLOGY BEHIND VERTIGO:

EWALDS FIRST LAW:

Stimulation of a semicircular canal causes motion of head and eyes

in the plane of that canal.

Figure 12: Ewalds Law: Eye movements evoked by excitatory stimulation of individual semicircular canals.

The arrows depict slow-phase components of the nystagmus.

EWALDS SECOND LAW:

Excitatory responses are larger than inhibitory ones.

ALEXANDER’S LAW:

Figure 13: Alexander’s Law

Right SSCC - slow-phase

component directed upward and

counterclockwise with respect to

the patient (i.e.) intorsion of right

eye and extorsion of left eye

Right PSCC, the slow-phase

component directed downward

and counterclockwise.
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Named after Gustav Alexander.

“The phenomenon in which the spontaneous nystagmus of a patient

with a unilateral vestibular lesion is more intense when the patient looks

in the quick-phase than in the slow-phase direction.”

Based on this three gradesof nystagmus may be graded.

Grade1: Nystagmus on looking to the direction of fast component

(C/L side in case of peripheral lesion)

Grade 2: Nystagmus on looking Straight ahead (primary gaze) and

on the Ipsilateral side of lesion

Grade  3:  Nystagmus  on  looking  to  the  direction  of  slow  phase

(ipsilateral side in peripheral lesion), Straight and direction of fast phase.

BECHERTEW EFFECT

In patients with unilateral vestibular deafferentation, the acute

symptoms of vertigo, Sway are abolished by ablation of the opposite

vestibular nerve.

Vertigo in a patient with vestibular neuritis or other causes of

unilateral vestibular deafferentation is due to the imbalanced in the

impulses from both vestibular nuclei to the centre. In case of abolishing

the normal side, the impulses from both nuclei though significantly

reduced are equal. Hence the sensation of vertigo and nystagmus are not

present. However patient experiences a sense of Instability esp. in
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situations demanding the accuracy of vestibular inputs like in the dark

and on uneven surfaces.

PARAMETERS OF VESTIBULAR FUNCTION;

A detailed discussion about the various aspects of vestibular

function is beyond the scope of this book. However a concise picture of

the relevant parameters is given below.

1) Adaptability

2) Habituation

3) Compensation

ADAPTABILITY:

 Also called plasticity is a unique feature of the vestibular system.

The latency of the VOR is 12msec and hence there is no time for a visual

feedback system to correct the accuracy of the VOR since it would

increase the reflex latency which would cause blurred vision. Thus the

VOR  is  an  open  loop  system  and  the  correction  of  the  discrepancies  in

feedback are regulated by this factor of plasticity of VOR.

E = k* H ( where E is the Eye velocity and H the head velocity and

k is a parameter that represents efficacy of signal transduction called

GAIN  that  can  be  adjusted  over  a  slow  time  course.  Since  the  signal

transduction efficacy may change with age or  due to wear and tear,  this
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system can be readjusted called parametric adjustments ( e.g.: while

wearing new prescription glasses).

HABITUATION:

Response attenuation on repeated stimulus presentation. On

continued stimulation, the intensity and duration of nystagmus abates and

this should be kept in mind because the nystagmus duration and intensity

is used to measure VOR and this can be a source of error.

COMPENSATION:

The presence of commissural fibers had for long been thought to be

the cause for compensation of function that occurs after unilateral

sectioning of the vestibular nerve or uVD (unilateral vestibular

deafferentation). But research now says that cerebellar functioning may

have an additive role in compensation. There are also reports of formation

of new synaptic terminals.

Factors that may affect compensation include:

• visual impairment;

• impaired proprioception;

• hyperventilation;

• somatization;

• presence of autonomic symptoms;
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• psychological disorders;

• CNS or vestibular suppressant drugs;

• glucocorticoids;

• cerebellar damage;

• head injury;

• other medical co-morbidity.

VESTIBULOCOLLIC REFLEX:

Is responsible for holding neck and head steady while RT of the

body occurs. It has an increased latency compared to VOR due to the

inertia of the heavy head. Also it’s difficult to measure the labyrinthine

components  of  VCR  because  it’s  a  more  complex  reflex  due  to  no.  of

joints as well as other parameters like holding weights in the hands/

shoulders that will influence the reflex parameters.

THE VOR:

The vestibule-ocular reflex functions exclusively to stabilize

the image on the retinal fovea during head movements. It is a reflex arc

up  of  only  three  neurons  with  a  latency  of  10  to  12  msec.  One  of  the

fastest and most accurate reflexes that can stabilize the retinal image in

the fovea for head velocities upto 350degrees/sec. The epicenter of the

VOR  is  the  Vestibular  Nuclei  at  the  level  of  Brainstem  and  thus
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ElectroNystagmoGraphy can be used to test the integrity of the brainstem

– which is a blind spot in the EEG.

There are 2 types of VOR, the linear or lVOR(by the utricle) and

the angular or aVOR(by the semicircular canals). The connections of

each canal and a simplified version are both represented pictorially.

A third (not so popular) type is the Ocular-counter rolling VOR or

oVOR which is due to the tilting of the head with gravity.

Figure 14: Horizontal canal VOR connections
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Figure 15: : Horizontal VOR producing Nystagmus

NYSTAGMUS:

It may be defines as an involuntary rhythmic to and fro movement of the

eyeballs horizontal, vertical or rotator, consisting of a slow movement

towards one side and a quick return movement on towards the midline.

The direction of the nystagmus is named along the direction of the quick

component.
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Attributes of nystagmus:

Direction

Duration

Amplitude (greater than 20microvolts)

Slow Phase Velocity

Physiological Nystagmus in daily life is common in certain situations:

End Point Nystagmus; on looking at an object beyond 30degrees

lateral on either side with the head in neutral position leads to

physiologic end point nystagmus.

Optokinetic nystagmus: on looking out of the window while

sitting in a moving vehicle, the scene shift as the vehicle moves

and this is prevented by physiologic optokinetic nystagmus

Thus the movement of both eyes are maintained in sync by the

EQUAL inputs from either vestibular apparatus to the VOR reflex

Direction Of
Nystagmus
and Fast
Phase

Duration Of Nystagmus

Amplitude Of
Nystagmus

Slow Phase
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pathway and hence any disturbance to this produces a nystagmus. Thus

the cause of nystagmus may be Central or Peripheral.

S.No Nature Peripheral Central

1. Latent Period 2-10sec None

2. Adaptation Within 30sec Persists

3. Fatigability Disappears on repetition Persists

4. Vertigo Present and severe Usually absent or
very mild

5. Direction Towards undermost ear -
Geotropic

Variable –
Ageotropic

6. Ocular
Fixation

Reduces intensity of
nystagmus

Variable

7. Incidence Common Rare

8. Direction C/L beating nystagmus Variable

A more detailed study on the types and features of nystagmus will

be handled along with the study discussion.

ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY:

This is a test used to exclusively evaluate Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex,

by measuring the changes in the corneoretinal potential difference. The

way of testing is with electrodes and the nystagmus induced is recorded
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on a strip of paper that can be used for further reference. Thus it

represents an objective record of the nystagmus. It can be used to

interpret the magnitude of caloric responses and thus infer if one the

labyrinths are hypo/hyperfunctional. In patients with giddiness, it can also

predict the site of Central Lesion – esp. in the brain stem, cerebellum and

other sites along the VOR pathway if they are involved.

LIMITATIONS OF ENG:

But the limitations are many, the sites that are implicated are

exclusive  to  the  VOR  pathway  and  only  if  it  causes  a  change  in  the

nystagmus pattern or caloric response pattern. And it cannot make out the

nature of the lesion or if the lesion is Ipsilateral excitatory or

Contralateral inhibitory. These must be deduced with other corroborative

evidences. Imaging will anyway be needed for patients to confirm the

diagnosis and its nature. However in the entirely grey area of VERTIGO

it  represents  an  easy  tool  in  the  armamentarium  of  the  Neurotologist  to

exercise in ruling out peripheral lesions and ruling in Central lesions –

thus improving the diagnostic accuracy.
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PROS/ CONS(39) ENG VNG

1. Objective record of nystagmus Written form Video Recording

2. Interpretation of the direction of

nystagmus and slow phase velocity,

amplitude and frequency.

In writing –

more clear

In video – less

apparent

3. Butterfly chart -  a simple pictorial

representation of the caloric

responses.

Yes Yes

4. Claustrophobia. No Possible - Yes

5. Visual fixation eliminated

by closing

eyes

Eliminated using

dark goggles –

replacing the panel

in front of eyes.

6. Equipment Less

expensive

More expensive

7. Nystagmus that can be recorded Only

Horizontal or

Vertical

All types –

horizontal, Vertical

and Rotational

8. BPPV Cannot be

diagnosed

Can be diagnosed

THE CALORIC RESPONSE:

Also called the Bithermal caloric test of Fitzgerald and Hallpike.

Warm and cold water at 30degrees and 44degrees centigrade are

used to irrigate the ear through the EAC This warm/cold water inturn
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changes the temperature of the middle ear air through an intact tympanic

membrane and convection currents are setup in the endolymph of the

horizontal semicircular canal as it is closest to the middle ear.

If warm water is injected into the right ear, then the right horizontal

SCC, the endolymph and hence the hair cells move utriculopetally and

produce an increase in the rate of discharge. Now the right labyrinthine

receptors are sending out more stronger and higher frequency impulses

than the left. This imbalance is read by both the vestibular nuclei and

travels via the MLF to both the occulomotor nuclei. The contralateral

lateral rectus muscle (Left in this case) and the ipsilateral medial rectus

muscle are activated first leading to s slow deviation of the eyes to the

left.  This  forms  the  slow  phase  of  the  vestibular  nystagmus.  The

conjugate movements of the eyes are maintained by the B/L connections

of the MLF and the internuclear connections at the level of occulomotor,

trochlear and abducent nuclei. These ensure the coordinated eye

movements.

Figure 16: Physiology of Caloric nystagmus.
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Now there are certain neurons in the brainstem which produce the

fast phase of vestibular nystagmus, these are stimulated at a higher

threshold – i.e. if the slow deviation of the eyes progresses beyond a

particular (threshold) level. These neurons jump into action to set the eyes

back into the midline (in this case towards the right). This is seen as the

fast phase of the nystagmus (a right beating nystagmus – thus the adage

“COWS” – cold opposite, warm same:). Once the eyes are set in the

neutral position, these neurons are no longer active and their quiescence

leads to the vestibular nuclei taking the upper hand and again the eyes

begin to slowly deviate towards the opposite side and the whole cycle is

repeated again and again till the vestibular nuclei fatigues, and the

responses from both the vestibular nuclei become equal. In case of caloric

stimuli this nystagmus . for about 2-3minutes and starts to fatigue

thereafter and subsides completely by 5-8min.

In cases of unilateral peripheral vestibular lesion (like vestibular

neuronitis) this very same mechanism takes place wherein the resting

activity or intensity and frequency of impulses from one labyrinth is

diminished per se due to the disease. This leads to an imbalance

perceived by the vestibular nuclei (where the contralateral normal

labyrinth appears as stimulated in comparison to the diseased side)  and

this sets up a contralateral beating Spontaneous nystagmus. This will last
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till the acute stage of the disease is present suppressing the impulses and

once this subsides or over a long term due to habituation of responses of

the vestibular labyrinth and resetting mechanism described above  (in

compensation), this nystagmus subsides and later vanishes. However the

caloric response in that ear takes longer to return to normal remains

diminished both during the acute stage and chronically if the hair cells are

irreversibly damaged.

In cases of central lesions however this mechanism does not hold

good. The basic vestibular activity is regulated by not only the vestibular

inputs but also the proprioceptive inputs and the ocular input. The final

output of BALANCE is a delicate integration of inputs from the

cerebellum, brainstem reticular formation, the cerebral hemispheres and

the extrapyramidal system to name a few KNOWN controls. A central

lesion can disrupt this delicate framework at any point thus upsetting the

equilibrium of the individual. If it is severe enough or strategically

located, it can cause a spontaneous nystagmus with the characters

mentioned above. Otherwise it may manifest as a discordant caloric

response (if the lesion is along the VOR pathway) which can be elicited.

For e.g.; a cerebellar lesion will cause disinhibition of responses from the

ipsilateral side whereas a cerebral hemispherical lesion will disinhibit

responses in one direction (directional preponderance). Brainstem lesions
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may inhibit or disinhibit vestibular responses depending on the location.

A lesion along the MLF of at the region of internuclear connections may

cause a loss of coordination in the eyes ( convergent, divergent or

monocular nystagmus). However lesions in areas other than the VOR

pathway or those lesions not overtly influencing the caloric response

cannot be identified by the ENG. Thus a central lesion can cause Uni/

Bilateral inhibition or disinhibition of caloric responses.

THE BUTTERFLY CHART AND CODING:

The butterfly chart or calorigram is a pictorial representation of the

caloric responses and the code is a symbolic representation of the caloric

responses of a patient. The one chosen by our study was fashioned by

Prof. Claussen and this is the one we will be meaning in all our references

hereafter by the term “BUTTERFLY CHART/ CODE”. There is one

other Butterfly chart called the Dix Hallpike butterfly chart. The chart

consists of 4 quadrants starting from top right clockwise for Rt warm, Rt

cold, Left warm and finally left top corner is Lt cold. Thus the Right ear

is on the right side and the left ear on the left. The codes are also

represented in the above order.

The CULMINATION FREQUENCY of the caloric responses in

each ear is measured. This is defined as the number of beats of nystagmus
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in the culmination phase. The CULMINATION PHASE is actually that

30second interval where there are maximum no. of  nystagmus beats. It is

determined by breaking the entire duration of nystagmus into 10second

intervals and the no. of beats in every 10second interval is counted and 3

adjacent 10second interval where there are maximum no. of beats is taken

as the culmination phase and this maximum no. of nystagmus beats in

that 30second interval forms the Culmination frequency (represented as

beats/30sec). The midpoint of the culmination phase is the

CULMINATION POINT ( usually between 50 and 110 sec). The

butterfly chart is plotted with standard values deduced from a normal

population. Right warm response is the weakest and Left cold is the

strongest response and hence done last.

Normal Culmination Frequency values:

Right Warm: 22 to 59 beats per 30sec

Right Cold:  24 to 67 beats per 30 sec

Left warm: 23 to 63 beats per 30sec\

Left cold: 27 to 63 beats per 30 sec.

This the zone of normalcy and the values for culmination frequency of

caloric responses within these are considered normal and the resultant

plotted chart between the red and the blue lines is called the Normal
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Butterfly. And the code for a normal caloric response (within these

culmination frequency limits) is ARBITARILY designated as “ZERO”.

Hence the code for the Normal Butterfly is 0000.

Pattern 1: NORMAL BUTTERFLY – 0000:

A hypoactive caloric response signifies beats less than the lower

limit of normal range and in the chart it is drawn between the green and

blue lines. This is represented arbitrarily by the code 1111 and signifies a

minor butterfly. It signifies bilateral vestibulopathy, the most common

cause being Vestibulotoxicity due to Streptomycin or other

67

24

22

68

27

23

63

59

R 440C

R 300C

L 300C

L 440C

Rt Beating Nystagmus

Lt Beating Nystagmus

Lt	EAR	Rt	EAR	
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aminoglycosides (esp. in Tuberculosis patients). Other drugs may also be

implicated. A special source of error is due to the Labyrinthine and

Central nervous system suppressants that depress the vestibular

responses. Conversely this pattern can also be seen in a central lesion

cause nystagmus inhibition (esp. in the brainstem- in some such lesions

above  the  level  of  vestibular  nuclei  failure  of  visual  fixation  is  seen)  It

can also be seen normally in a patient who is drowsy and inattentive

(hence the mental arithmetic routine).

Pattern 2: MINOR BUTTERFLY – 1111
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24

22

68

27

23

63

59

R 440C

R 300C

L 300C

L 440C

Rt Beating Nystagmus

Lt Beating Nystagmus

Lt	EAR	Rt	EAR	
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A hyperactive caloric response is one where the culmination

frequency counts more than the normal range  and the chart is drawn

between the red and purple lines – and arbitrarily designated as “TWO”.

Thus if all four caloric responses are hyperactive, then the chart looks like

the one below and is called the MAJOR butterfly. The code for all four

hyperactive responses will be 2222. This is seen in central vestibular

lesions such as brainstem stroke, head injury, vertebrobasilar

insufficiency,  encephalitis and certain viral infections.

Pattern 3: MAJOR BUTTERFLY - 2222

67

24

22

68

27

23

63

59

R 440C

R 300C

L 300C

L 440C

Rt Beating Nystagmus

Lt Beating Nystagmus

Lt	EAR	Rt	EAR	
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Thus there are 3* 3* 3*3 combinations (considering three for each

caloric response) = 81 combinations. Of these only 27 are commonly

encountered.  Of  these  only  13  were  seen  in  this  study  and  we’ll  be

restricting our discussion to those patterns.

Pattern 4: 1000 – Rt warm response is hypoactive, while others are

normal. Indicates a right peripheral vestibular lesion which may be

accompanied by a left beating spontaneous nystagmus.

Pattern 5: 0010 – Mirror image of pattern 4, Indicates Left

peripheral vestibular pathology

Pattern 6:. 0002 – All caloric responses are normal except the left

cold. It indicates a central pathology with early evidence of

disinhibition or could also signify a left peripheral vestibular lesion

with warm-cold dissociation. However an isolated hyperactive

response can also be seen in anxious or even normal subjects since

the left cold is considered to be the strongest caloric response.

Pattern 7: 0020 – All caloric responses are normal except the left

warm. It indicates a central pathology with early evidence of

disinhibition or an irritative state of the left vestibular end organ.

 Pattern 8: 1100 – Both right caloric responses are hypoactive

while the left  ones are normal.  This is  seen in patients  with Right
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vestibular pathology and can be associated with a Left beating

nystagmus.

Pattern 9: 2000 – Mirror image of pattern 7. Indicates  a central

pathology with early evidence of disinhibition or could also signify

a right peripheral vestibular lesion

Pattern 10: 0100 – All normal  except right cold which is

hypoactive. Indicates irritative lesion of Right vestibular end-organ

as seen in acute  phase of Menieres disease.

Pattern 11: 0222 – All caloric responses except the right warm are

hyperactive. This is a pattern similar to the major butterfly,

signifies a central lesion

Pattern  12:  0011  –  Mirror  image  of  pattern  8.  Both  caloric

responses of right are normal while those of the left are hypoactive

indicating a left peripheral vestibular lesion.

Pattern 27:  2200 – Mirror image of pattern 13. Indicates a central

lesion  on  the  left  side  (i.e.)  side  opposite  to  the  ear  with

hyperactive responses since the major inhibitory influence on the

vestibular system comes from the contralateral cerebellum.

0001 – Mirror image of pattern 10. Indicates irritative state of left

peripheral vestibular end-organ as seen in Acute phase of Menieres

disease.
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY:

1. To  study  the  clinical  presentations  of  Vertigo  and  arrive  at  a

clinical diagnosis of etiology.

2. To determine if the etiology of vertigo is central or peripheral.

3. To determine in cases of peripheral vertigo, if it as a Left or Right

labyrinthine pathology or bilateral pathology that is the etiology of

vertigo.

4. To use the ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY to verify the

diagnosis.

5. To compare the ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY findings with

the clinical diagnosis of cause of Vertigo.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE:

1. There have been numerous studies about the caloric response and the

electronystagmography from as early as 1964 by Mehre YN about

Electronystagmography – a study of the caloric response on normal

subjects, where they have performed the caloric test and recorded the

response using the conventional ENG machine. It is of important

historical perspective.(19)

 In a study by BK Singh (1987)(18) 25 patients  with complaints  of

vertigo were analyzed using the bithermal caloric test and the ENG

test battery. 2 patients had spontaneous nystagmus in that study. Of

the twelve common patterns of Butterfly codes encountered in the

study, 0000 was the commonest (32%) and 2222 was next most common

(8%).  Also  28%  cases  were  of  peripheral  origin  and  36%  were  of

central etiology. Though it was not a detailed study on the etiology, it

provided a detailed information as to the Culmination frequency and

its importance in estimation of the caloric response.

2. A study of use of ENG in the emergency room setup was done by Dr.

L. Alvord and Herr RD (1995)(24) – Emphasising on the subtest results

in acutely ill patients where the ENG has had more advantages than in

the routine ENT setup because of the acuteness of the symptoms and

being the only investigation to differentiate the peripheral or central
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origin of the Vertigo in acute cases where timing is critical in the

ordering of investigations and in starting the first line of management.

In another study by the same persons published in 1993 with 93

acutely dizzy patients says: “Both Emergency doctor’s impression

and the ENG significantly correlated with the final diagnostic category

(chi(2) = 104.9, P < .001; chi(2) = 70.79, P < .001, respectively). ENG

correctly diagnosed nine of 11 patients with central dizziness. Of 23

patients with undetermined cause after Emergency doctor evaluation,

ENG correctly identified seven patients with peripheral dizziness and

three with central dizziness. Emergency Doctor’s impression after

ENG reading was more accurate than Emergency Doctor’s impression

alone (chi(2) = 6.13, P < .05).”(22) But they had used only spontaneous,

gaze, pendular trcking, saccades and Dix Hallpike to deduce the

etiology and 53 cases were peripheral with 53 cases peripheral, 11

cases central letiology other etiologies like malingering were 9 cases

and 20 cases of unknown etiology.

3. In another study by Bakr (2000), he has concluded that “The suspected

diagnosis prior to ENG is assisted by its use only when the cause is

thought to be central or is uncertain. The percentage of unknown

causes of disequilibrium decreased from 34.2 to 13.8 per cent and the

percentage of central causes increased from 13.1 to 23.1 per cent.
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Electronystagmography does not significantly aid in the diagnosis of

peripheral lesions except as confirmation.”(41). This is supportive of

the role of ENG today.

4. A study was done in Kolkata, Dr. Burman (2002) (20) with a sample

size of 95 patients but the selected cases were of purely peripheral

lesions based on history and clinical examination. The age group

where vertigo was common was in the third and fourth decade and the

most common etiology again was BPPV (20%). They had classified

the etiological factors based on the site of lesion as Middle Ear, Inner

Ear, Vestibular Nerve and Systemic. Menieres disease was a rare

entity 10% incidence. Next common etiology was vestibular

neuronitis. However they also noted a certain number of “systemic

causes” which were masquerading as peripheral lesions and the most

common among them was Vertebrobasilar Insufficiency (10.5%),

Cervicogenic vertigo (6.4%) and hypothyroidism (4%). In these cases

ENG showed a major butterfly pattern and hence they were

differentiated.

5. Dr. Strupp and Dr. Brandt (2008) (14) in  their  review  article  on  “

Diagnosis and Treatment of vertigo and dizziness” have also said that

the most common cause of vertigo was BPPV seen in 18.6% of 7205

patients, followed closely by Phobic postural vertigo in 15.6%,
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Vestibular Migraine in 10.2% and Menieres Disease in 9.4%. There is

no mention of classification of vertigo based on the duration of vertigo

but he has described Persistent or chronic vertigo as that which is

present for days together without abating and this can be seen more in

central vestibular lesions or cases of vestibular neuronitis. Attacks

lasting for seconds or moinutes are seen in BPPV and for hours in

Vestibular migraine.

6. Dr. Dipjyoti (2011) has published “A clinical study on vertigo with

special reference to audiovestibular tests” [9] – which is a study very

similar to the one I’ve undertaken. It is a study done in Assam with 80

patients  of  vertigo.  It  is  also  a  descriptive  study  on  the  etiology  and

diagnosis of vertigo. Maximum patients were in the 41- 50 age group

and 52/80 patients had peripheral disorders and 28/80 had central

lesions. Similar associated symptoms and aggravating factors as those

in my study have been noted. However the etiology was different.

Cervical vertigo was the most common central cause followed by

vestibular migraine and vertebrobasilar insufficiency. The three most

common vestibular causes include BPPV, Menieres disease and

Vestibular Neuronitis. In that study, they have used the terms

SUBJECTIVE and OBJECTIVE vertigo to denote the chief

complaints and have found that central vertigo is more commonly
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associated with the former and peripheral vertigo with the latter. The

duration of attacks have also been mentioned as lasting upto 60sec,

60sec to 60min, 1-24hrs, days – weeks and months. The most

common was duration upto 60sec since the most common cause was

BPPV. This is a chart from that study.

7. Another study by Jacobson (2011) has opined on the sensitivity and

specificity of Rombergs test (45),  as  55%  and  64%  to  the  Horizontal

semicircular canal and the Superior Vestibular Nerve. It has also said

that Rombergs test should not be used as a screening test for vestibular

impairment. However it is found to be sensitive for central lesions.

8. Dr. Gurumani (2013)(44) has published a study on the etiology of

Vertigo and a detailed description of the history and clinical findings

in those patients. Out of 5345 patients who attended his OPD, 200 had

complaints of vertigo which formed an incidence of 3.47%. The most
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prevalent  age  group  with  vertigo  was  21-  30yrs  that  is  the  third

decade. Also the sex distribution was skewed with more males than

females which he later attributed to males having more stress and

hence the proportion of males was more. He had also classified the

chief complaints as rotatory vertigo and unsteadiness. He had 102

cases of central etiology and 98 cases of peripheral etiology. The

Aggravating and relieving factors were:

Aggravating factors

1. Supine position to standing : 86 (43%)

2. Looking upwards : 82 (41%)

3. Turning of head : 32

Relieving factors :

1. Rest & lying down : 114 (57%)

2. Vestibular sedatives : 68 (34%)

3. Change of posture : 18

Commonest Associated symptoms :

1. Nausea & vomiting seen in 60 patients of peripheral vertigo :

61.22%

2. Blurring of vision, chest discomfort seen in 55 patients of

central vertigo : 53.921%

Peripheral vertigo : Total - 98
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1. B.P.P.V – 41 (41.83%)

2. Meniere’s disease – 28 (28.57%)

3. Vestibular neuronitis – 14 (14.28%)

4. Labryrinthitis – 10 ( 10.20%)

5. Vestibular migraine – 5 (5.10%)

Central vertigo :Total – 102

1. Central vertigo – 34 (33.33%)

2. VBI – 25 (24.50%)

3. Hypertension – 24 (23.52%)

4. Psychiatric – 9 (8.82%)

5. Post traumatic – 6 (5.88%)

6. Stroke – 4 ( 3.92%)

9. There have next been studies comparing the sensitivity and specificity

of  the  ENG with  Imaging(13).  Korres  (2009)  has  done  a  study  of  102

patients in the ENT department in his hospital in Athens and has

concluded that “Electronystagmography contributed to establishment

of a diagnosis in 53/102 patients (52 per cent), whereas magnetic

resonance imaging did the same in four of 102 patients (3.9 per cent).”

10.There have also been studies comparing ENG and other vestibular

testing methods like Rotational Chair. Shepard and Telian (1996)

report on a group of 2,266 patients undergoing vestibular evaluation at
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the  University  of  Michigan.  Sixteen  percent  of  those  patients  had

normal ENG examinations. But “among those with normal ENG

results, RC indicated abnormalities suggesting peripheral system

pathology in 80% of cases.”(32)Jacobson (2002) performed

comprehensive vestibular evaluation on a series of patients

complaining of postural and/or gait instability. He found abnormalities

on the caloric exam in only 25% of patients,  while RC abnormalities

were identified in 56% (35).

Arriaga et al determined that Rotational chair testing has a

sensitivity of 71% for diagnosing peripheral vestibulopathies, as

opposed to only 31% sensitivity for caloric testing/ENG.[10] Although

it is a more sensitive test for peripheral vestibular disorders, Rotational

chair  testing  has  a  specificity  of  only  54%,  compared  with  the  86%

specificity of ENG. Both tests are therefore complimentary and should

be used in the diagnosis of peripheral vestibular dysfunction.”

11. Dr.  Stephen  (2005)  says  -  “ENG/VNG has more clinical value than

any other laboratory vestibular test. Dr. Barin recommends that it be

used in the evaluation of all dizzy patients, except that it should be

deferred pending treatment outcome in patients with BPPV.

ENG/VNG detects one or more abnormalities in about 50 % of dizzy

patients and about 75 % of these abnormalities specify the site of
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lesion. Other laboratory tests detect few of these abnormalities. A

skilled clinician can detect most of them during physical examination,

although physical examination does not permit quantitative analysis or

yield a permanent record.”(43) Dr. Stockwell (2000)(34) gives a protocol

to be followed in every patient with dizziness though it was not

adopted in this study. It is as below:

12.Dr. Brown (2007) believes that methodical clinical examination is

more than sufficient. In his study - “ Prediction of ENG Results from

Office Vestibular Examination” he has concluded that “vestibular

exams are highly sensitive in predicting ENG test results in 95% of
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vestibular patients, and went on to state that physicians can rely with

confidence on office vestibular examination when ENG is not

available.” (23)

13.Dr. Desmund (2005) has been beautifully summarized in one study as

below: “The ENG battery is a necessary part of the workup for

diagnosing vestibular disorders, but the information obtained must be

put in the context of the patient’s complaints. Unless the ENG yields

an  answer  to  the  question  “Why  am  I  dizzy?”  additional  studies  are

indicated. To say that there is no vestibular problem based on normal

ENG findings would be equivalent to saying your keys are not in your

house  because  you  didn’t  find  them  on  the  kitchen  counter.  Normal

ENG results do not necessarily mean an absence of vestibular

abnormalities!”(33)
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MATERIALS AND METHODS:

This study was conducted in our Neurotology OPD on patients

complaining of giddiness. 50 patients were selected as per inclusion and

exclusion criteria.

INCLUSION CRITERIA:

Patients aged 18 – 65 yrs with complaints of Rotation/ Instability/

Dizziness.

Patients with clinical symptoms of Rotation/ Instability/ Dizziness.

EXCLUSION CRITERIA:

Patients with ongoing/ recent Ear discharge and perforation of

tympanic membrane were excluded.

Patients with acute symptoms of vertigo, unable to cooperate were

excluded.

A patient when he reported was asked detailed history as per the

proforma (see Proforma)

Thorough Ear examination was done checking the Tympanic

Membrane integrity, Tuning fork tests, Vestibular tests like Rombergs

test, Unterberger test and Tandem walking test. Then Cerebellar tests

were done.
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Central Nervous System and other general examination parameters

like Blood Pressure, pulse rate, pallor, tremors, neurocutaneous markers

were all looked for.

A clinical diagnosis was reached at this stage and then a Pure Tone

Audiometry was done.

Patient was asked to abstain from alcohol, labrynthine sedatives for 48

hrs prior to the testing. Patient then subjected to ElectroNystagmoGraphy.

ENG test battery was done in the ENG machine (RMS Nystagmorite

MarkII) present in our department.  Single channel electrodes were used

and these electrodes were fitted at the lateral canthi of both eyes and at

the centre of the forehead for ground electrode. Patient was then

subjected to usual ENG test battery after calibration of the instrument.

The Light Bar at adequate height and approx 5feet distance was to used to

make the patient look at the targets for gaze evoked and optokinetic tests.

All the tests were recorded for a minimum of 30sec and calibrated using

the  RMS  standard  software.  Only  15  sec  of  the  recording  (  a

representative segment) was calibrated. As for caloric tests, the

culmination frequency was measured manually at the culmination phase

and the butterfly chart was used to interpret the outcomes.
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Spontaneous nystagmus tested with eyes closed and patient is

asked to look straight ahead at the Centre of the Light Bar.

Gaze evoked nystagmus is tested by asking the patient to look to

the right and left at the Light Bar at targets 30degrees from centre..

Optokinetic testing was done by making the light move at a pace

which was comfortable to be followed and the graph recorded

separately for right and left sides (Rt to Lt & Lt to Rt)

Smooth pursuit system was tested for by making the light move

through 20 degrees to the right and left in a pendular fashion.
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Dix Hallpike Test : Done in the usual manner with the patient put in

the supine position, head turned right and hanging 45degrees below

the couch. Look for appearance of nystagmus with a latent period.

Positioning tests were done in Head Hanging, supine, supine with

head right and supine with head left, lateral right and lateral left

positions with eyes closed.

CALORIC TESTING was done with warm water at 44degrees

centigrade and cold water at 30degrees centigrade used to flush the

external auditory canal. About 40ml was used and a 10cc syringe

used to gently push the water of the appropriate temperature for 30

sec time period into the ear. Recording  is started once the water is

being  injected. The nystagmus is recorded with eyes closed for a

period of two minutes and patient is made to do simple mental

arithmetic during that time. After two minutes, he is instructed to
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fix his gaze on the ceiling fan and the abolishing of peripheral

nystagmus is noted.

The recordings are then analyzed and the Butterfly Chart computed.

Any new findings in the ENG are noted and correlated clinically.

Further investigations (CT/MRI brain, BERA, OAE, Speech

audiometry, Impedance Audiomerty, Glycerol test, 4vessel Doppler) if

needed are ordered and specialist opinions obtained. (Neurologist,

Ophthalmologist, Physician, Cardiologist, Orthopedician).

Based on all these a Corrected diagnosis is obtained and patient

treated according to standard textbook protocols. Follow up done over a

period of 4- 6weeks (or as per individual case needs).

A few cases were referred from Neurologists and Neurosurgery as

ENT causes for vertigo/ Instability which were also included in the study.
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OBSERVATIONS

1. AGE DISTRIBUTION:

2. SEX RATIO;

3. CHIEF COMPLAINTS;

4. DURATION OF CHIEF COMPLAINTS;

5. NATURE OF THE CHIEF COMPLAINTS;

6. ASSOCIATED EAR SYMPTOMS;

7. ROLE OF IMAGING IN PATIENTS WITH VERTIGO;

8. COMMON BUTTERFLY PATTERNS;

9. BUTTERFLY CODE VS CENTRAL LESIONS;

10.BUTTERFLY CODE VS PERIPHERAL LESIONS;

11.CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS:

12.INTERESTING CASES:

CENTRAL LESIONS CAUSING VERTIGO; 23cases

1. Vestibular Migraine; 8 cases

2. Tumors/ SOL: 4 cases

3. Ischemic Insults: 3cases

4. Cerebellar Ataxia: 2cases

5. Demyelinating disease: 1case

6. Cervicogenic vertigo; 1case

7. Basilar migraine; 1case
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8. Toxic vertigo: 1 case

9. Anemia induced DIZZINESS: 1 case

10.Pheochromocytoma: 1 case

PERIPHERAL LESIONS CAUSING VERTIGO; 27cases

1.  BPPV; 12cases

2. Phobic postural vertigo; 6cases

3. Menieres disease; 3cases

4. Unilateral Vestibular Insufficiency: 2cases

5. Presbystasis: 2cases

6. Perilymph fistula; 1case

7. Vestibular neuronitis; 1case

Of the fifty cases, there were 23 cases of Central Vertigo and 27

cases of peripheral vertigo.

Most common diagnosis was  BPPV.

The second and third most common diagnosis were Vestibular

Migraine and  Phobic Postural Vertigo or Psychogenic Vertigo.

Menieres and Ischemic causes were also common

Also few cases of vertigo of cervicogenic origin, anemic etiology,

Toxic vertigo and acoustic neuroma were seen.
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AGE DISTRIBUTION

S.NO AGE GROUP NO.OF PATIENTS

1. Younger than 20yrs 4

2. 21 – 40yrs 21

3. 41 – 60yrs 20

4. Older than 60yrs 5

5. TOTAL CASES 50

The age group of patients in my study was between 18- 65yrs. The

maximum  age  of  a  patient  was  68yrs  and  the  minimum  age  was  18yrs.

Most of the patients were middle aged.
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SEX RATIO

S.NO SEX PERIPHERAL
LESION

CENTRAL
LESION TOTAL

1. MALE 14 6 20

2. FEMALE 13 17 30

3. TOTAL 27 23 50

LESION Total

 SEX RATIO Peripheral Central

MALE Count 14 6 20

% within ROW 70.0% 30.0% 100.0%

% within
COLUMN 51.9% 26.1% 40.0%

FEMALE Count 13 17 30

% within ROW 43.3% 56.7% 100.0%

% within
COLUMN 48.1% 73.9% 60.0%

Total Count 27 23 50

% within ROW 54.0% 46.0% 100.0%

% within
COLUMN 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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The sex distribution of patients in this study was as above. Females

were more than males and the distribution between peripheral and central

lesions among females was almost equal, the distribution among males as

to central and peripheral lesions was very skewed with 14 males

presenting with peripheral and only 6 males having a central pathology.

The sex distribution was uniform and the differences in Sex in this

sample were not significant. (p value >0.05)(0.064).

CHIEF COMPLAINTS

S.NO CHIEF
COMPLAINTS

PERIPHERAL
LESION

CENTRAL
LESION

1. ROTATION 21 7

2. INSTABILITY 6 14

3. DIZZINESS - 2

4. TOTAL CASES 27 23
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LESION Total
CHIEF

COMPLAINTS Peripheral Central
Rotation Count 21 7 28

% within
ROW 75.0% 25.0% 100.0%

% within
COLUMN 77.8% 30.4% 56.0%

Instability Count 6 14 20
% within
ROW 30.0% 70.0% 100.0%

% within
COLUMN 22.2% 60.9% 40.0%

Dizziness Count 0 2 2
% within
ROW .0% 100.0% 100.0%

% within
COLUMN .0% 8.7% 4.0%

Total Count 27 23 50
% within
ROW 54.0% 46.0% 100.0%

% within
COLUMN 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 11.957(a) 2 .003
Likelihood Ratio 13.069 2 .001
Linear-by-Linear
Association 11.597 1 .001

N of Valid Cases 50

a  2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum
expected count is .92.
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The chief complaints of all patients was VERTIGO of which there

were three specific types that were asked for in the history.

Rotation– or sensation of spinning of self or environment –

represents vertigo.

Instability – or a sensation of drunkenness or a sensation of

pushing or pulling about the body’s centre of gravity –

represents unsteadiness.

Dizziness – or a sensation of light or faint headedness or

impending loss of consciousness – represents presyncope.

Most patients with a peripheral lesion had a rotator type of vertigo

or TRUE vertigo, while more patients with central lesions as opposed to

peripheral lesions complained of an Instability like vertigo. A few cases

of central lesions evoked a sensation of light headedness type of

sensation. Also this difference in symptomatology that patients of a

specific lesion say is statistically significant (p value <0.05: 0.003)
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DURATION OF CHIEF COMPLAINTS

S.NO DURATION PERIPHERAL
LESION

CENTRAL
LESION

1. Less than 2weeks 7 4

2. 2weeks – 2months 7 4

3. Greater than 2months 13 15

4. TOTAL 27 20

There is no specific mention of the duration of acute or chronic

vertigo – Acute vertigo is of short duration whereas chronic can be of a

longer duration but continuous especially days together but it is not like

CSOM where an arbitrary 6weeks is mentioned as a duration to

differentiate between acute and chronic lesions.
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Diagnosis <2weeks 2weeks –
2months

>2months

BPPV 5 2 5

Phobic Postural vertigo 1 4 1

Menieres Disease 1 2

Other peripheral causes 1 1 5

Vestibular Migraine 2 1 5

Other central causes 2 2 10

Total 11 11 28

NATURE OF THE CHIEF COMPLAINTS

S. NO NATURE PERIPHERAL
LESION

CENTRAL
LESION TOTAL

1. CONTINUOUS 4 8 12

2. EPISODIC 23 15 38

3. TOTAL 27 23 50

S.NO EPISODES PERIPHERAL
LESION

CENTRAL
LESION

1. Many seconds 4 1

2.. Many minutes 11 4

3. Many hours 8 9

4. Many days - 1
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Diagnosis Seconds Minutes Hours

BPPV 3 9 0

Phobic Postural vertigo 1 1 3

Menieres Disease 0 0 3

Other peripheral causes 0 1 2

Vestibular Migraine 0 1 7

Other central causes 1 3 2

Total 5 15 17
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DURATION
LESION Total

Peripheral Central
Continuous Count 4 8 12

% within ROW 33.3% 66.7% 100.0%
% within COLUMN 14.8% 34.8% 24.0%

Episodic Count 23 15 38
% within ROW 60.5% 39.5% 100.0%
% within COLUMN 85.2% 65.2% 76.0%

Total Count 27 23 50
% within ROW 54.0% 46.0% 100.0%
% within COLUMN 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df

Asymp.
Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact
Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact
Sig. (1-
sided)

Pearson Chi-
Square 2.715(b) 1 .099

Continuity
Correction(a) 1.731 1 .188

Likelihood Ratio 2.736 1 .098
Fisher's Exact
Test .183 .094

Linear-by-Linear
Association 2.661 1 .103

N of Valid Cases 50

a  Computed only for a 2x2 table
b  0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.52.
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The importance of history is also highlighted by the fact that

peripheral lesions present as episodic vertigo whereas central lesions may

present as either continuous or episodic, the former being more

characteristic of a central lesion. Also the episodic nature may last

seconds to minutes to hours or rarely even up to a day. But most

peripheral lesions are of short duration of around minutes and especially

in the case of Menieres disease, it qualifies as an attack only if lasted

more than 20minutes. Also to be noted is the fact that most central lesions

have a longer duration of episodes with only one lesion having an

extremely short duration.

So think of BPPV if shorter duration of episodes and think of

central lesions if the duration is especially if Menieres disease has been

ruled out.

ASSOCIATED EAR SYMPTOMS

S. NO EAR
SYMPTOMS

PERIPHERAL
LESIONS

CENTRAL
LESIONS TOTAL

1. PRESENT 13 9 22

2. ABSENT 14 14 28

3. TOTAL 27 20 50
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4
41

LESION Total
EAR

SYMPTOMS Peripheral Central
YES Count 13 9 22

% within ROW 59.1% 40.9% 100.0%
% within
COLUMN 48.1% 39.1% 44.0%

NO Count 14 14 28
% within ROW 50.0% 50.0% 100.0%
% within
COLUMN 51.9% 60.9% 56.0%

Total Count 27 23 50
% within ROW 54.0% 46.0% 100.0%
% within
COLUMN 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Diagnosis Tinnitus Hard of
Hearing

Both tinnitus and
Hard of hearing Others

BPPV 2 1
Phobic
Postural
vertigo

2 1

Menieres
Disease 2 1

Other
peripheral
causes

1 3

Vestibular
Migraine 1 1

Other central
causes 1 3 2 1
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Also here it is clearly made out that most peripheral lesions other

than BPPV have associated ear symptoms. Tinnitus though is not

classically described with Phobic Postural vertigo has been seen

associated with it in 50% cases (3 out of 6). However BPPV is only

associated with two cases of presbyacusis which is incidental. Presence of

hearing loss and tinnitus is classical of a peripheral lesion. However in

patients after 50yrs, tinnitus and hard of hearing could also be due to

presbyacusis or rare cases of vestibular paroxysmia or ischaemic insults

to labyrinthine artery.

Because of these confounding factors, the presence or absence of

ear symptoms does not seem to be a significance in predicting the level of

lesion in my study, since P value is insignificant (0.522) p >0.05.
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COMMON BUTTERFLY PATTERNS

S.NO BUTTERFLY
CODE

PERIPHERAL
LESION

CENTRAL
LESION TOTAL

1. 0000 17 8 25

2. 2222 1 4 5

3. 1111 - 1 1

4. 0222 - 2 2

5. 2200 - 4 4

6. 1100 1 - 1

7. 0011 1 - 1

8. 2000 3 2 5

9. 0002 1 - 1

10. 0020 - 2 2

11. 1000 1 - 1

12. 0100 1 - 1

13. 0001 1 - 1

14. TOTAL 27 20 3

The most common code was the Normal Butterfly – 0000 which

was  seen  in  50%  of  the  patients  –  of  these  68%  was  due  to

peripheral lesions and 32% due to central lesions.

The next most common was the Major butterfly – 2222 which was

almost exclusively in  4 central lesions which was seen in 10% of

cases. Of this only one case had this pattern in a  peripheral lesion.

This signifies the error of the machine.
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2200 was the third most common – seen in 8% cases exclusively

central lesions.

Of the 27 common butterfly codes mentioned by Prof. Claussen,

Thirteen were encountered in our study. Of these the last six could

be considered as variants of normal.

The Minor butterfly 1111 was seen in one case of Toxic vertigo

due to phenytoin.

Of the above patterns, 2222, 1111, 0222, 2200, 2000, 0002, 0020

are seen in central pathologies.

Of the above patterns, 1111, 1100, 0011, 2000, 0002, 0020, 0001,

0100, 0001 are seen in peripheral lesions.

BUTTERFLY CODE VS CENTRAL LESIONS

BUTTERFLY CODE POSITIVE NEGATIVE TOTAL

CENTRAL LESION 15 8 23
NO 5 22 27

TOTAL 20 30 50
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The positive ENG codes for a central lesion are 2222, 0222, 0022,

2200, 2000, 0002, 0020, 1111. All others are negative codes for a central

lesion.

BUTTERFLY
CODE Total

CENTRAL LESION Positive Negative
YES Count 15 8 23

% within
ROW 65.2% 34.8% 100.0%

% within
COL 75.0% 26.7% 46.0%

NO Count 5 22 27
% within
ROW 18.5% 81.5% 100.0%

% within
COL 25.0% 73.3% 54.0%

Total Count 20 30 50
% within
ROW 40.0% 60.0% 100.0%

% within
COL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value df

Asymp.
Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact
Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact
Sig. (1-
sided)

Pearson Chi-Square 11.286(b) 1 .001
Continuity
Correction(a) 9.424 1 .002

Likelihood Ratio 11.706 1 .001
Fisher's Exact Test .001 .001
Linear-by-Linear
Association 11.060 1 .001

N of Valid Cases 50
a  Computed only for a 2x2 table
b  0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected
count is 9.20.
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The SENSITIVITY of the butterfly code for central lesions is 75%.

The  SPECIFICITY of the butterfly code for central lesions if 73%

The positive predictive Value is 65% and the negative predictive
value is 81%.

Also Chi Square testing for the above variables show that this
result is Significant with a P value <0.001.

BUTTERFLY CODE VS PERIPHERAL LESIONS

BUTTERFLY
CODE POSITIVE NEGATIVE TOTAL

PERIPHERAL
LESION

9 18 27

NO 5 18 23
TOTAL 14 36 50

Of the thirteen codes encountered in our study, 1111, 0011, 1100,

1000, 0001, 0100, 2000, 0020, 0002  are considered as positive codes for

a peripheral lesion.

PERIPHERAL
LESION

BUTTERFLY
CODE Total

Positive Negative
YES Count 9 18 27

% within
ROW 33.3% 66.7% 100.0%

% within COL 64.3% 50.0% 54.0%
NO Count 5 18 23

% within
ROW 21.7% 78.3% 100.0%

% within COL 35.7% 50.0% 46.0%
Total Count 14 36 50

% within
ROW 28.0% 72.0% 100.0%

% within COL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Chi-Square Tests

Value df

Asymp.
Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact
Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square .828(b) 1 .363
Continuity
Correction(a) .353 1 .552

Likelihood Ratio .839 1 .360
Fisher's Exact Test .529 .278
Linear-by-Linear
Association .812 1 .368

N of Valid Cases 50
a  Computed only for a 2x2 table
b  0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.44.

The SENSITIVITY of the butterfly code for peripheral lesions is 64.3%.

The  SPECIFICITY of the butterfly code for peripheral lesions is 50%

The positive predictive Value is 33.3%

the negative predictive value is 78.3%.

However the  Chi Square testing for the above variables show that

this result is not Significant with a P value >0.05 (0.363).

ROLE OF IMAGING IN PATIENTS WITH VERTIGO

S.NO
BRAIN

IMAGING
POSITIVE
FINDINGS NORMAL TOTAL

1.
CENTRAL

LESION
11 12 23

2.
PERIPHERAL

LESION
3 10 13

4. TOTAL
14 22 35
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LESION
BRAIN IMAGINIG

FINDINGS Total
Positive Negative

CENTRAL Count 11 12 23
% within ROW 47.8% 52.2% 100.0%
% within COL 78.6% 54.5% 63.9%

PERIPHERAL Count 3 10 13
% within ROW 23.1% 76.9% 100.0%
% within COL 21.4% 45.5% 36.1%

Total Count 14 22 36
% within ROW 38.9% 61.1% 100.0%
% within COL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

The sensitivity of Imaging in this study was 78.6%,

Specificity Of Imaging was 45.5%,

The positive predictive value was 47.8%

Negative predictive value was 76.9%

The Chi Square testing for the above variable shows these results to be
insignificant as the P value >0.05 (0.143).

Chi-Square Tests

Value df

Asymp.
Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact
Sig. (2-
sided)

Exact
Sig. (1-
sided)

Pearson Chi-
Square

2.141(b
) 1 .143

Continuity
Correction(a) 1.226 1 .268

Likelihood
Ratio 2.227 1 .136

Fisher's Exact
Test .175 .134

Linear-by-
Linear
Association

2.081 1 .149

N of Valid
Cases 36

a  Computed only for a 2x2 table
b  0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.06.
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OTHER CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS

Chief complaints of vertigo were associated with certain characteristics:

1. More on Lying down position: 12 cases – 24%

2. More on Turning in bed:2 cases – 4%

3. More on sitting/ standing from lying down posture: 3 cases– 6%

4. More on standing: 9 cases – 18%

5. More on Walking: 2 cases – 2%

6. More on bending forwards: 14 cases – 28%

7. More towards backside: 13 cases – 26%

8. More at night: 1 case – 2%

9. More at work – 2 cases – 4%

10.More with stress – 1 case – 2%

Associated headache: 17 cases - 34%

Associated Nausea:  16 cases – 32%

Associate vomiting: 13 cases – 26%

PATIENTS WITH CLINICAL SIGNS

a. Positive Dix Hallpike test: 5 out of 12 patients diagnosed with

BPPV
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b. Positive Sway in Rombergs and Unterbergers Tests were seen

in 19 patients out of which 14 were central lesion and 5 were of

peripheral etiology.

c. Cerebellar signs were seen in 4 patients

d. Tremors were seen in 3 patients.

ENG FINDINGS

1. ENG findings other than positive butterfly chart positive codes were

seen in a few patients. There was Spontaneous Nystagmus in three

patients, three cases of gaze evoked nystagmus ( two CP angle elsions,

One cerebellar tumor) and Two cases with positional nystagmus

(LSCC BPPV).

Case  No.  47:  Pt  was  a  case  of  Subjective  BPPV  who  had

spontaneous square wave jerks.

Square waves are seen in this patient on eye closure and they

disappear on fixation. But this is supposed to be a normal variant

especially in older patients (27, 37). However all his other tests including

pendular nystagmus and optokinetic testing were normal. His

Butterfly code was 1000 which is considered a variant of normal. He

also had a history of RTA followed by vertiginous sensation. He was
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treated with Epleys maneuver and improved dramatically. He also was

taught Vestibular Rehabilitative exercises to practice at home.

Figure 17: Square wave jerks on eye closure, disappear with fixation.

Figure 18: Centre gaze shows no abnormalities but then there a couple of blink artifacts that confound the
picture.

Case No. 35: Pt was a case of Rt Vestibular Insufficiency as a result of

trauma (RTA) and fracture of the temporal bone with Mixed hearing

Loss and Rt Facial Palsy 3mnths ago which had resolved by the time

the patient came to our clinic. However he still had persistent

spontaneous nystagmus which was stronger with eyes closed and

abated with fixation of gaze thus confirming its peripheral origin.
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Figure 19: Spontaneous nystagmus on closure of eyes, not noticed on fixing gaze.

Figure 20: Caloric Nystagmus on the left side is very prominent, not so on the right side.

1. Left Lateral Semicircular canal BPPV:

Figure 21: Geotropic variant of LSCC BPPV.
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Figure 22: Reports of the patient with LSCC BPPV, note the fatiguable nystagmus, disappears on
eye opening. All Other tests are normal.
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Case  46:   Pt  was  a  case  of   Rt  cerebellar  tumor  for  which  she  had

undergone excision and followed by Radiotherapy. Now patient had

come with a Cystic change in the same place and had undergone

surgery for the second time. She had no spontaneous nystagmus but

had a gaze evoked nystagmus on the left side.

Figure 23: Butterfly Chart of case 46 – 2200. Above – Pendular nystagmus patterns is

abnormal
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DISCUSSION

1. The Age distribution of patients in my study was maximum in the

4th and 5th decades, which is similar to the studies by Deka (1985),

Gopal (1991), Gulati et al (1992) and Pipal S.K. et al.,

(2008)[28.29.30.31] who reported it in a younger age group i.e. 3rd and

4th decade. But this is the age groupin which vertigo was more

common in the study by Dr. Dipjyoti(9).  Dr. Gurumanis study also

gives the third decade as the most common age group.

2. Sex – no sex predilection has been ascribed to vertigo as such in

any study.

3. History is more important than investigations in the diagnosis of

certain conditions. For example, a history of vertiginous sensation

more in the lying down position or more at night all point more

towards a peripheral lesion. In fact vertigo while turning in bed

virtually stamps the diagnosis of BPPV. Also nausea and vomiting

are non-specifically associated with vertigo. Pushing towards the

backside has been classically associated with central lesions but it

was not so specific in my study. In the study by Dr. Gurumani, he

has observed turning of the head and looking upwards as the most

common aggravating factors and Vestibular sedatives and rest to be

the most common relieving factors. But in my study, there were no
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specific relieving factors mentioned. Spontaneous subsidence with

rest and over the counter placebo medication were however

acknowledged by many patients.

S.NO Parameter
My

study
Gurumani

2013
Dipjyoti

2011
1.  Total cases 50 200 80
2.  Peripheral vertigo 54% 49% 65%
3.  Central vertigo 46% 51% 35%
4.  Lying down position  24% - -
5.   Turning in bed 4% - -
6.  Sitting/ standing from

lying down posture
6% 43% 0%

7.   standing 18% - 31%
8.   Walking 2% - 7.5%
9.  Looking upwards 28% 41% 31%
10. Bending forwards 26% 32% 31%
11. More at night  2% - -
12. More at work  4% - -
13. Stress  2% - 3.75%
14. Headache 34% 3.75%
15. Nausea 32% 61% 55%
16. Vomiting 26% 61% 55%
17. Tinnitus 22%% - 18.75%
18. Hard of hearing 26%% - 42%
19. Aural fullness & Others 8% - 13.75%

2. Clinical examination by Dix Hallpike Test and routine complete

examination are paramount because of the pan systemic nature of
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Vertigo/ dizziness. Severe Anemia as a cause for dizziness should

definitely be kept in mind especially in a female patient with no other

positive findings.

3. In  my  study,  central  vertigo  was  46%  of  cases  (23  out  of  50)  and

peripheral  vertigo  was  54%  (27  out  of  50  cases).  This  is  a  similar

figure quoted by Dr. Gurumani (2013). There are certain fundamental

questions that need to be addressed. There is so much still unknown

about the pathophysiology of many diseases causing vertigo. For

instance, Vestibular migraine is being classified as a Peripheral

vestibular lesion in studies by Dr. Gurumani(2013). Whereas it is

being  considered  as  a  Central  Vestibular  lesion  in  studies  by  Dr.

Dipjypti (2011), Dr. Strupp and Dr. Brandt (2008) and Dr. Burman

(2002). In my study also I’ve considered it as a Central vestibular

lesion after verifying textbooks - Scott Brown and Dr. Strupp.

Similarly a dilemma exists for the classification of phobic postural

vertigo which is again classified as a peripheral disorder by Dr. Strupp

and Dr. Brandt (2008), however Dr. Gurumani (2013) and Dr.

Dipjyoti (2011) classify it under central pathology. I’ve considered it

under peripheral lesion after Dr. strupp and Dr. Brandt (2008) who

have characteristically outlined the clinical features of this condition.

However the study by Dr. Burman on peripheral vertigo also does not

include this diagnosis in their observation. Similarly for vestibular

schwannoma, It can be a considered a peripheral or a central cause of
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vertigo. Scott brown textbook considers it part of the central vestibular

system  and  so  I  consider  it  as  a  central  lesion  whereas  Dr.  Dipjyoti,

Dr. Burman, Dr. Gurumani and Dr. Strupp and Dr. Brandt all consider

it as peripheral cause for vertigo. Similarly a confusion exists for

vertibular paroxysmia. I have according to Scott Brown and Dr.

Strupp and Dr. Brandt considered it as a central lesion.

S.
NO Diagnosis My

study

Dr.
Burman
(2002)

Dr.
Strupp
and Dr.
Brandt
(2008)

Dr.
Dipjyoti
(2011)

Dr.
Guruman
i (2013)

1. BPPV 24 20 18.6 44.23 41.83

2. Phobic Postural
vertigo

12 15.6 10.71

3. Menieres Disease 5 10 9.4 19.23 28.57

4. Vestibular neuronitis 2 6.4 7.4 13.4 14.28

5. Perilymph fistula 2 17.9 0.6 3.85

6. Prebystasis 4

7. Unilateral Vestibular
insufficiency

4

8. Vestibular migraine 18 10.2 14.28 5.10

9. Tumors/ SOL 8 13,6

10. Ischaemia 6 10.5 14.28 25

11. Cerebellar ataxia 4

12. Cervicogenic vertigo 2 6.4 25

13. Toxic vertigo 2 3.57

14. Anemia 2 7.14

15. Others 4 10.3 33.33

4. BPPV was the most common diagnosis as in all studies(9). In my study

the most common diagnosis was of BPPV 24% which is very similar
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to from the studies by Gurumani (2013),  Dipjyoti (2011) and Dr.

Burman all of which quote around 40%. Whereas Dr. Strupp (2008)

quotes around 18% which is similar to my observation.

5. There were five patients who complained of episodic vertigo very

similar  to  that  of  BPPV,  but  the  DHT  was  negative.  There  was  no

characteristic rotator nystagmus observed, however these patients

complained of dizziness in the Characteristic Dix Hallpike position.

Furthermore these individuals also had a great relief from symptoms

on performing the Epleys maneuver. Similar cases of BPPV were also

reported in Japan by  Dr. Buki in his article. [10] A similar condition

has also been explained in this book. [11]. The explanation given by the

above references for this is the fact that the Otoliths in these cases are

of  too  tiny  a  mass  to  elicit  a  mass  movement  of  the  cupola  to  excite

the Hair cells and cause an imbalance in the ipsilateral Vestibular

Inputs to the nuclei of sufficient strength as to induce a nystagmus.

However the changes in head position do invoke a some

endolymphatic movement due to the otoconia that is sufficient enough

to produce vertigo.

TYPES OF BPPV :
SUBJECTIVE :  5 cases
OBJECTIVE : 7 cases

PSCC :  5 cases
LSCC :  2 cases
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6. The Next most common diagnosis was Vestibular migraine (16%) In

the  other  studies  Dr.  Gurumani  (2013)  says  the  incidence  as  5% and

Dr. Dipjyoti gives an incidence of 14%. In these patients there was a

definitive history of Headache associated with the vertigo and relief

with medication. In clinical testing one patient had a Positive

Rombergs  to  one  side.  The  CT  and  MRI  findings  of  all  the  patients

were  normal.  The  ENG  findings  of  some  of  these  patients  were  not

normal however. One patient had a 2200 pattern clearly indicating Rt

hyperactive caloric response and this patient also had a Swaying to the

right on Rombergs testing. This is a good place to start further

research as there is no specific mention of any side predilection for

Vestibular Migraine. There is no evidence to say if it is a unilateral or

bilateral  condition.  We also  had  a  case  of  Basilar  Migraine  –  a  70yr

old with complaints of severe headache and vertigo with a few

fainting spells. In this patient the Head Impulse Test was positive and

also on Rombergs test he had swaying to the backside. CT and MRI of

brain turned out normal and  a diagnosis of Basilar Migraine was done

since the ENG also showed signs of abnormalities in the saccadic

testing. This case has been considered as a separate entity aside of

vestibular migraine.
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7. In  my  study,  Rombergs  test  has  been  done  on  all  patients  and  19  of

them  had  a  positive  response,  out  of  that  12  patients  had  a  central

lesion and 5 had a peripheral  lesion similar  to the study by Jacobson

(2011) (45). Even in my study, the sensitivity of Rombergs test for

peripheral lesions was low and its sensitivity was higher for central

lesions.

8. The Third most common diagnosis was Phobic Postural vertigo or

Psychogenic vertigo. This is a condition seen in individuals with

Obsessive-compulsive or reactive depressive personality [15]. Other

symptoms of anxiety and autonomous disturbances are associated with

the attacks in most cases. The symptoms are usually seen in crowded

places and absent during sporting activity and after intake of alcohol.

These are the attributes that point towards a psychogenic etiology. A

special case that deserves mention is of a student who came with

complaints of vertigo and aura and sweating and nausea. He was

referred from Neurology to rule out any peripheral vestibular disorder,

since his complaint was vertiginous sensation. His MRI has a posterior

fossa epidermoid cyst as well. However patient confessed on deep

probing to a personal relationship setback that was the trigger for all

these events. Dr. Strupp says 70% of cases of Phobic Postural Vertigo

have some stressful situation precipitating these attacks [15]. He was

counseled into taking a psychiatrists help and after 2 months of

therapy he had no complaints and was doing very well.
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Figure 24: Normal tracings ina patient with phobic postural vertigo.
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9. In cases of Menieres disease, History was the first to raise the

suspicion. According to AAO-HNS criteria, Menieres can be

Definitive, Probable or Possible Menieres disease. Next the other

corroborative investigations were done and the diagnosis confirmed in

the presence of any one of the above (PTA - Glycerol test, OAE,

BERA, Speech eudiometry).

10.There were also two cases of CP angle lesions which were screened.

One special case was of a gentleman who complained of initially

intermittent instability and later the condition progressed and the

complaints were present continuously. We did a PTA and it confirmed

our suspicion of a CP angle tumor when it showed a Moderate SNHL.

However there were no other significant clinical findings other than a

positive Rombergs test  and the ENG turned out  normal.  We sent  the

patient for an MRI scan and it came out to be a contrast enhancing CP

angle tumor. However, patient further progressed in a span of two

months and he started developing the classical Bruns’ Nystagmus later

on and refused a repeat ENG testing. However the only finding against

an Acoustic Neuroma would be the very fast progression of this tumor

since the entire duration of his complaints were within a year and it

was now a large tumor of size 5*8mm size.
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Case 47: A case of congenital nystagmus with complaints of dizziness

worse for the past 4 months. Also associated with spells of sweating

and felling faint. ENG  findings were a pendular type of nystagmus

with no specific pattern of predominance. Also there was a direction

changing nystagmus – on looking to the right it was right beating and

on looking to the left it appeared left beating. With closure of the eyes

it reduced in intensity and assumed a right beating nature. USG

abdomen showed a lesion in the rt adrenal mass. Patient had a normal

MRI and was given T. Baclofen which suppressed her nystagmus.

“Various waveforms have been described. Both pendular and jerk

types have been documented to occur in idiopathic infantile and

sensory deficit nystagmus.”(36)

Figure 25: On spontaneous eyes open there is a pendular type nystagmus and on closing eyes, below there is
a Jerk type nystagmus - RT beating.
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Figure 26: Optokinetic and pendular tests have beats superimposed on the smooth pursuit.

Figure 27: On gaze to the left,  Similar to a periodic alternating character - also a character of cogenital
nystagmus(35)\
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11. Case 19: There was a patient with complaints of Instability for past

1mnth. He also had associated nausea, vomiting and seizures. He was

recently diagnosed as epileptic on T. phenyotin 100mg bd for the past

2 months. He had swaying to the backside on Rombergs and

Unterberger testing. He had fine tremors and had past pointing and

dysdiadochokinesia. His ENG had a pattern of 1111 which is B/L

vestibulopathy  or  a  central  lesion.  MRI  of  brain  came  out  to  be

normal. We suspected it to be a case of Toxic vertigo – a vestibulo-

cerebellar syndrome(38) due to Phenytoin toxicity. Neurologist was

consulted patient was changed over to another antiepileptic drug (T.

Sodium Valproate) and his symptoms subsided after a week. We

repeated his ENG and his butterfly code was 0000.
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12.VALIDATION OF THE ENG:

ENG is a simple, non-invasive and quick investigation in the

armamentarium of Neurotologists. It has been said in some studies that,

sensitivity of the ENG for peripheral lesions is 31%  and specificity

86%.[11].

In my study however, Sensitivity Of Butterfly Chart For

Peripheral Lesions Was 61.5%

and Specificity – 48.6%.

These  also  suggest  that  using  a  Butterfly  Chart  to  solely  to

diagnose a Peripheral vestibular pathology would be impossible.

However history and clinical investigation form an important asset and

together help in the accurate diagnosis of peripheral disorders.

The negative predictive value for butterfly code for both central

and peripheral lesions is high and hence we can with some confidence say

that in case of negative code the lesion can be confidently excluded from

the central system within the horizontal VOR pathway and selected

peripheral areas.

“Arriaga et al determined that Rotational chair testing has a

sensitivity of 71% for diagnosing peripheral vestibulopathies, as opposed

to only 31% sensitivity for caloric testing/ENG.[10] Although it is a more

sensitive test for peripheral vestibular disorders, Rotational chair testing

has  a  specificity  of  only  54%,  compared  with  the  86%  specificity  of

ENG.  Both  tests  are  therefore  complimentary  and  should  be  used  in  the

diagnosis of peripheral vestibular dysfunction.”
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But as per my study, sensitivity of Butterfly chart for diagnosing

Central lesions is 75% and specificity is 73%.

Hence  ENG  is  more  useful  as  an  investigation  in  patients  with  a

central cause for their vertigo especially if no lesion is detectable on

Imaging.

However another study has said that ENG remains a more useful

investigation in Vertigo patients than MRI[13] by  stating  that

“Electronystagmography contributed to establishment of a diagnosis in

53/102 patients (52 per cent), whereas magnetic resonance imaging did

the same in four of 102 patients (3.9 per cent).

In my study the sensitivity of Brain Imaging (both CT and MRI

together) came out to be 48%  and its specificity was 62% in diagnosing

the etiology.

Further the sensitivity and specificity of a VNG is supposed to be

more than that of ENG since it can detect and record even Torsional

components of the nystagmus.(17) If cost is not a constraint it is always

useful to prefer a VNG system than an ENG machine.

Thus the ENG is a not a very useful investigation for diagnosing

Peripheral vertigo but it is a both sensitive and specific investigation to

diagnose Central vertigo. The Neurotologist may safely use this as a

parameter to diagnose Central vertigo also.
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CONCLUSION

1. The relevance of this investigation is undoubtedly proven in the

cases where there were no organic lesion to diagnose and yet

Butterfly code and ENG showed a positive findings. In these cases

undoubtedly there is no alternative to substitute the ENG.

2. Even in patients with organic lesions not yet diagnosed, the ENG

has a definitive role in the diagnosis.

3. It is definitely possible to classify a lesion to a central or peripheral

pathology in patients with vertigo. And in patients with central

pathology(in cases within its scope), it is also possible to localize

these lesions to one side or the other and also to certain specific

areas in the brain that correspond to the VOR pathways using the

ENG.

4. Also in patients with a peripheral lesion, the ENG is of lesser but

definitive value. This can be especially inferred in those cases of

U/L or B/L Menieres disease which may otherwise have normal

findings and in cases of U/L or B/L Vestibulopathy where there are

no overt signs in the chronic/ recovery phase due to ongoing

vestibular rehabilitation.

5. The importance of having this investigation in the Emergency

Room Setup has also been emphasized.

Thus this is one investigation which in the hands of the correct person

can be extremely informative.
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LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

1. In this study we have excluded one common cause for

peripheral vertigo (i.e.) Perilymph fistula as a complication of

CSOM in the patients selected for the study.

2. The  diagnosis  of  central  vertigo  was  always  confirmed  with  a

Neurologists opinion

3. The diagnosis of central vertigo was also always confirmed with

Imaging – since ENG can only point out the most probable site

of lesion and side of lesion and not the pathology or its exact

extent for which a CT or MRI brain would be necessary.

4. In the study we have made one basic assumption, that the

etiology of vertigo is Either central or peripheral. However

there may be numerous cases in which the etiology may be

both.

5. All the Vestibular Evaluation Investigations are not available at

our Tertiary Care Setup. Non availability of VEMP,

Computerized Dynamic Posturography, and Rotational chair

analysis reduce the diagnostic accuracy.

6.  There are no UNDIAGNOSED or non specific cases which

actually form around 3 -10% of the cases. {15}

7. The diagnostic acumen of the Doctor. (i.e.) Myself.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Rt – right

Lt - left

LSCC – Lateral

Semicircular canal

PSCC – Posterior

Semicircular canal

SSCC – Superior

Semicircular canal

LARP – Plane of the Left

anterior and Right

posterior semicircular

canals (Coplanar canals)

RALP – Plane of the left

posterior and right

anterior semicircular

canals (Coplanar canals)

ROT – Rotation

INST – Instability

DIZZ - dizziness

CONT – Continuously

present

Sec – seconds

Min – minutes

Hrs - hours

Prog. – progressive

Asso – associated

PTA – pure  tone

eudiometry

WNL – within normal

limits

Mod – moderate

Sev – severe

Prof - profound

U/L – unilateral

B/L – Bilateral

Hf – high frequency

SNHL – Sensorineural

hearing loss

CHL – Conductive

hearing loss

MHL – Mixed hearing

loss

Hdche - Headache

Vom – vomiting

Nau – Nausea

DM+ - Diabetic

HT+ - Hypertensive
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Tt – Treatment

EB – ear blocked

sensation

HOH – Hard of Hearing

TM – Tympanic

Membrane

R/U/TW – Rombergs,

Unterbergers, Tandem

Walking tests

Sw - Sway

DHT – Dix Hallpike Test

HIT – Head Impulse Test

BPPV – Benign

Paroxysmal Positional

Vertigo

OAE – OtoAcoustic

Emissions

BERA – Brainstem

Evoked Response

Audiometry

CT – Computerised

Tomography

HRCT – High Resolution

Computerised

Tomography

MRI – Magnetic

Resonance Imaging

+ve – Positive

–ve – Negative

T. BHT – T. Betahistine

T. AMT – T.

Amitriptyline

T. AZT - T.

Acetazolamide

T. PNL - T. Propranolol

CVA – Cerebrovascular

accident

PCA – Posterior

cerebellar artery

ECHO –

Echocardiography

CCA – Common carotid

artery

OPD – Out Patient

Department
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PROFORMA FOR VERTIGO

Patient Name: DATE:
Address: Age / Sex:
Phone: OP/ IP NO:
Occupation: WARD:

Chief Complaints: Giddiness - ROTATION/ INSTABILITY

Duration: Positional
variation:

Episodes: Side predilection:
Associated
with:

Nau, Vom,
LOC, Hdche,
TIN+,
Diplopia,
Seizures

Precipitated by: Stress, Loud
sounds, cough,
Straining, Neck/
Arm movements,
Hyperventilation

OTHER RELEVANT HISTORY:

Duration Side Onset Progressive Others
HOH+ Recruitment

Tullio
TIN+

CLINICAL EXAMINATION - General Examination

BP Cutaneous Markers
Pallor Cranial Nerves
CNS Examination Others

Earache Trauma
ED+ Hdche
Fever / URI Smoking/ Alcohol
Drug intake Family H/O
Medical H/O H/O Diabetes/ Hypertension/

Tuberculosis/ Br. Asthma/
Epilepsy/ Jaundice/
Hypo/Hyper thyroidism/
Metabolic diseases

H/O Previous
surgeries/
Hospitalisation
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EAR EXAMINATION

RIGHT LEFT
Tympanic Membrane
Tuning fork tests –RINNE
WEBER
Absolute Bone Conduction
Facial Nerve
Fistula Sign

VESTIBULAR FUNCTION TESTS

Rombergs test
Unterbergers test
Tandem Walking
Past pointing test
Finger nose test
Rapid Alternating movements
VOR suppression test
Slow head RT test
Sudden Head Impulse test

TESTS FOR NYSTAGMUS: ENG BATTERY

Spontaneous: Pendular:
Gaze: Positional:
Optokinetic: Dix Hallpike:
CALORIC TEST: BUTTERFLY

PATTERN:
INVESTIGATIONS

PTA IMPEDANCE BERA OAE TINNITOGRAM

SPL
TESTS

RFT CT MRI GLYCEROL
TEST

ECOG VEMP DOPPLER OPINIONS OPINIONS
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